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As one attendee put it, “what part of no didn’t they understand?”

“They” refers to City Planning staff. The comment was made after, despite the Planning Commission’s firm and explicit rejection of a proposed
annexation of Alhambra Valley at its June 29 meeting, staff rephrased the question this week.

On Tuesday night, Commissioners Harriett Burt, Donna Allen and Paul Kelly once again elected to repudiate the proposal without reservation. Rachel
Ford voted nay due to misgivings over “throwing the baby out with the bath water,” and Jeffrey Keller recused himself from the vote due to absence
from previous meetings discussing the topic.

Insisting that “even though the Planning Commission directed staff to return with a draft resolution recommending to the City Council the denial of the
proposed land use regulations proposed for the Alhambra Valley annexation area and recommending that the City Council not submit an application to
LAFCO, staff believes that based on two things, consideration of an alternative resolution is appropriate. These include Commission deliberations of
the item at the last meeting and a conversation with one of the Commissioners directly after the meeting regarding the item.”

Chair Allen asserted staff’s interpretation did not “reflect what happened at the meeting,” adding that “it’s inconceivable to me that you can conclude
that’s what occurred at that meeting.”

In the end, the Commissioners restated their disapproval of both Planning staff’s recommendation to change land use designations, purportedly in an
attempt to “create new zoning districts consistent with current Contra Costa County zoning designations and to pre-zone property within the proposed
annexation area to these districts,” according to Planning Manager Terry Blount.

All of the action items up for review would have required amendments to the Martinez General Plan, of which the City recently launched a complete
update. If the City Council chooses to ignore the Commission’s annexation denial and proceeds with the zoning amendments, those changes would be
locked in for two years. To Allen and her colleagues, this plan of action makes no sense.

“There’s no way that I’m going to feel comfortable recommending to the Council that they amend the General Plan map to include anything,” said Allen. 

“I did wonder if it was little bit of lipstick on pig … if this would somehow negate the strength of the things we had said,” said Burt, alluding to staff’s
alternative option and adding that a chief concern for her, like Allen, was making changes to the General Plan. “But the strongest [concern] is the fact
that the annexation presented to us was not based on any logic but the impeding of a protest filing … if we do piecemeal on this kind of a basis, there
will problems for other people [in the future].”

Explaining why she voted ‘nay’ on the matter, Commissioner Ford clarified “For me … most of the [public opposition] letters were asking us to take in
account the current land use regulations … it’s important to at the very minimum, [we] make a recommendation about – in the event this goes forward
– that you do want your current uses to pretty much stay intact,” said Ford, speaking to the audience. “I just want to be clear about why I would not
agree with going with an all-out no. I agree with a no on the annexation completely … but to just leave the land use regulation out … we’re leaving
open a door that if they decide to do something different than what you want, it’s going to be that the Planning Commission said no completely.”

During the public comment period, residents urged the Commission to “stick to your guns,” and blasted the staff’s “misdirection, confusion and jargon.”

Afterward the vote, Alhambra Valley Improvement Association’s Hal Olsen commended the decision.

“I thought the Planning Commission showed a lot of courage and common sense.”
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As it was mentioned several times during Tuesday’s meeting, the Commission’s vote is solely advisory, and the annexation and land use zoning
changes will appear on an upcoming City Council agenda.
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